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This example demonstrates the first sixteen harmonics on the low C. 
 
The first four notes of the harmonic series are built from the intervals octave, fifth 
and fourth. The sum of these intervals (8+5+4) is 17.  
In Hebrew, the consonants of the alphabet carry numbers.  
The tetragrammaton (Name of God) Yud, Heh, Vav, heh, carries the numbers 
10/5/6/5. In Hebrew, the 0 does not exist. One could read 10/5/6/5 as: 
1+5+6+5 = 17.  
 
The octave, fifth and fourth in the harmonic series is followed by thirds. In the 
example these are numbered 5, 6, and 7. The sum of 17+3+3+3 = 26. If the 0 in 
the tetragrammaton would be counted as well it would lead to 26. (10+5+6+5=26).  
 
The first twelve harmonics show clearness in structure. The intervals become 
smaller and smaller. After note 12 suddenly a major second appears.  
There seems to be a separation between the first twelve notes and the following 
notes. The Hebrew word Badal means separation and has a worth of 36. If all 
intervals of the first twelve notes of the harmonic series are counted, the number 
36 appears. (8+5+4+3+3+3+2+2+2+2+2=36).  
 
36 is a special number. 3+6=9. In any multiplication of the number 36 we can see 
the number 9. 2x36=72. 7+2=9. 3x36=108. 1+8=9. The 9 stands for the nine 
months of pregnancy.  
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What is the meaning of 36 in Judaism?  
The word Chai (life) has a numerical value of 18.  
Two times chai, two lives, has the numerical value of 36.  
One could conclude that two lives (parents) are needed to create a new life.  
One could also conclude that behind life (the harmonic series) there is a secret life 
(gematria).   
According to the Talmud there are permanently 36 Lamed-Vav1 Tzaddikim2. In 
folk stories these wise men appear and they save the world with their magic 
powers.  
 
Examples of possible composition techniques from numbers from this article: 

1. If a composer would use a restricted selection of the notes C, D, E, F#, G, 
B flat, he could mean to express the number 36.  

2. If a composer would select octaves, fifths and fourths to build his piece, he 
could intend to express the number 17.  

3. If a composer would merely use octaves, fifths, fourths and thirds, he could 
be expressing the number 26.  

4. If a composer would make a piece for nine instruments, this could be looked 
at as an expression of the number 36.  

5. If a composer would make a melody of eighteen bars, this could be pointing 
at Chai (life), 18.  

6. If a composer would merely use chords in root position, he is working with 
thirds. The thirds in the harmonic series (C – E – G – B flat) have the 
numerical value of 9. Therefore, the composer could point at 36.  

7. If a composer would make an opera with 36 characters that could be 
pointing at the Lamed-Vav Tzaddikim.  

 
The scale based on the harmonic series would be: C – D – E – F# – G – A –  
B flat – B - C. A composer who would write a piece with just these notes could be 
referring to the harmonic series.  
 
There is another way to look at the harmonic series.  
The ground tone is 1. (From C to C). In that case the first four notes of the 
harmonic series lead to the number 18. (1+8+5+4). In this sum the 9 appears twice 
(1+8 en 5+4). One could say that in the Gods Name 17 one finds life. (18)   
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1
 Lamed = 30, Vav = 6.  

2
 Tzadikkim are righteous people.  
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The Hebrew alphabet and its numbers:  
 
 

 
 
 
It is possible to compose with gematria. Gematria is the science of the relationship 
between holy words by their numerical equivalences.  
Whether it would be possible to analyse existing pieces of music with gematria, I do 
not know yet. More research would be necessary to answer that question.  
 
In gematria, not all words with same numerical values are connected per se.  
Words are created by different Godly forces. God has many names. Each name 
represents a Godly force. Only when there is a connection in Godly forces that 
creates the words, there might be a connection between words.  
In the Torah we often find the verb ‘say.’ For instance: God says: let there be light 
and there was light. The words when spoken by God make things. Sounds create.   
When the sounds of the word ‘Or’ (Hebrew. Light)  made the light, is seems logical 
to name it Or.  
 
Prof. Dr. Gideon Benavraham asked me to compose pieces in which the number 
528 would be important. In my 528 pieces I incorporated many gematria numbers.  
Currently I am working at an essay about the influence of gematria on my 
compositions.   
 
 
 
 


